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Abstract 
A simple extension of logic programming consists of introducing a set of basic program 
composition operations, which form an algebra of logic programs with interesting properties 
for reasoning about programs and program compositions. From a programming perspective, 
the operations enhance the expressive power of the logic programing paradigm by supporting 
a wealth of programming techniques, ranging from software engineering to artificial intelligence 
applications. 
This paper focuses on the semantics of program composition operations. It is shown that the 
immediate consequence operator T(P) properly characterises the intended meaning of a pro- 
gram P when considering compositions of programs. More precisely, it is shown that the T(P) 
semantics is both compositional and fully abstract w.r.t. the set of composition operations of the 
algebra. This implies that the T(P) semantics induces the coarsest equivalence relation on 
programs (subsumption-equivalence) and that any other semantics of programs must induce 
the same equivalence relation to be both compositional and fully abstract w.r.t. the whole set of 
operations of the algebra. The T(P) semantics is then related to other well known semantics for 
logic programs which induce coarser equivalence relations. In particular, three equivalence 
relations, originally studied by Maher (1988), are considered: Weak subsumption-equivalence, 
logical equivalence and least Herbrand model equivalence. It is shown that the chain of 
equivalence relations composed by weak subsumption-equivalence, logical equivalence and 
least Herbrand model equivalence coincides with the chain of fully abstract compositional 
equivalence relations for proper subsets of the operations of the algebra, obtained by dropping 
one operation at a time from the set of compositions. 
1. Introduction 
Logic programming is considered a promising candidate for the definition of 
a computational logic capable of dealing with different aspects of computing. To this 
end, several extensions of the basic formalism of Horn clauses have been proposed to 
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improve its knowledge representation and problem solving capabilities. Some of these 
extensions are aimed at supporting enhanced kowledge representation and reasoning 
capabilities, which are essential for typical artifical intelligence applications such as 
nonmonotonic reasoning. Other extensions are instead aimed at providing enhanced 
capabilities for structuring and modularising programs, which are essential in a soft- 
ware engineering perspective where the issues of incremental program development, 
modularity and object-orientation are of primary concern. 
In previous work [3,5], we have studied a simple extension of logic programming 
which consists of introducing a set of basic program composition operations. The 
operations are defined in a semantics-driven style, following the observation that if the 
meaning of a program P is denoted by the corresponding immediate consequence 
operator T(P) then such a meaning is a homomorphism for several interesting 
operations on programs. From a programming perspective, these operations enhance 
the expressive power of the logic programming paradigm by supporting a wealth of 
programming applications, ranging from software engineering techniques for struc- 
turing and modularising programs [6,8,9] to artificial intelligence techniques for 
hypothetical and default reasoning [S, 71. A thorogh discussion of the applications of 
program composition operations can be found in [3]. 
The choice of denoting the meaning of a program P by the corresponding immedi- 
ate consequence operator T(P) therefore permits to define the semantics of program 
compositions in a compositional (viz. homomorphic) way, that is to define the 
semantics of a composition of programs in terms of the semantics of the separate 
programs. The adoption of the 7’(P) semantics, however, induces the following 
equivalence relation on logic programs: Two programs are equivalent if and only if 
they have the same function T(P), that is, their immediate consequence operators 
coincide on every Herbrand interpretation. Maher [ 173 gave an alternative formula- 
tion of this equivalence relation, and showed that the syntactic notion of subsumption- 
equivalence coincides with the equality of functions T(P) on programs. 
The equivalence relation induced by the T(P) semantics is however quite fine. For 
instance, consider the program representing the natural numbers 
nut (zero) 4- 
nat(s(x)) + nut(x) 
and extend it with an axiom explicitly stating that the successor of zero is a natural 
number, that is, 
nat(s(zer0)) c 
nut(zer0) + 
nut(s(x)) 4- nut(x) 
It is easy to observe that the two programs do not have the same immediate 
consequence operator (consider the empty interpretation). Therefore, in this case, the 
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T(P) semantics does not consider equivalent a program and its extension with one of 
its logical consequences. 
A natural and intriguing question is whether or not it is possible to choose 
a different denotation of programs, which retains the compositionality property of the 
T(P) semantics while inducing a coarser equivalence relation on programs. This 
problem can be formally addressed by studying the property of full abstraction in the 
semantics of programming languages. Informally speaking, the property of composi- 
tionality states that equivalent programs are indistinguishable, that is, they exhibit the 
same observable operational behaviour in any possible context. The property of full 
abstraction, on the other hand, states that indistinguishable programs are equivalent. 
In this paper, we show that the T(P) semantics is fully abstract with respect o the 
observable behaviours of programs for the set of operations of the algebra. More 
precisely, if two programs exhibit equal behaviours in any context of program 
compositions then the two programs have the same immediate consequence operator 
T(P). 
The former result provides the choice of denoting a program P with the correspond- 
ing immediate consequence operator T(P) with a firm mathematical justification. 
Indeed the property of full abstraction states that, for the set of compositions 
considered, the T(P) semantics induces the coarsest equivalence relation on programs, 
and that therefore any other possible denotation of programs must induce the same 
equivalence relation to be both compositional and fully abstract. 
The T(P) semantics is then related to other semantics for logic programs which 
induce coarser equivalence relations. Three equivalence relations, originally studied 
by Maher [ 171, are considered: Weak subsumption-equivalence, logical equivalence 
and least Herbrand model equivalence. It is shown that each of these equivalence 
relations is both compositional and fully abstract for proper subsets of the set of 
operations of the algebra, obtained by dropping one operation at a time from the set 
of compositions. 
The paper is organized as follows. The algebra of logic programs is introduced 
in Section 2, where a motivating example of use of the operations is also illustrated. 
The properties of compositionality and full abstraction are formally defined in 
Section 3. The full abstraction of the equivalence relation induced by the T(P) 
semantics (subsumption-equivalence) is proved in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted 
to investigate the relations with other semantics. Finally, Section 6 contains a 
summary of the results, the study of other sets of compositions and some concluding 
remarks. 
2. An algebra of logic programs 
This section introduces the set of composition operations forming the algebra of 
logic programs, originally defined in [3,18]. An example of use of the operations for 
programming is also illustrated. 
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2.1. Program composition operations 
Four basic operations for composing logic programs are introduced, following 
[3,18]: Encapsulation (denoted by *), union ( u ), intersection ( n ), and import (4). 
The operations are defined in a semantics-driven style, following the intuition that if 
the meaning of a proram P is denoted by the corresponding immediate consequence 
operator T(P), then such a meaning is a homomorphism for several interesting 
operations on programs. Notice that the standard least Herbrand model semantics of 
logic programming is not appropriate to model compositions of programs in that it 
does not enjoy the compositionality requirement. Actually the least Herbrand model 
of a program cannot be obtained, in general, from the least Herbrand models of its 
clauses. The idea of employing the immediate consequence operator to denote the 
meaning of logic programs was originally proposed by Mancarella and Pedreschi 
[IS] building on previous work by Lassez and Maher [15], O’Keefe [20] and Fitting 
[12]. We adhere to this approach and denote each program P with the corresponding 
T(P). 
Recall that, for a logic program P, the immediate consequence operator T(P) is 
a continuous mapping over Herbrand interpretations defined as follows [22]. For any 
Herbrand interpretation I: 
AET(P)(Z) G (3B: A + BEground A l? c I), 
where B is a (possibly empty) conjunction of atoms. The powers of T(P) are defined as 
usual [l]: 
T’(P)(Z) = I, 
Tn+ ‘(P)(Z) = T(P)(T”(P)(Z)), 
T”(P)(Z) = u T”(P)(Z). 
“<CD 
and T”(P)(Q)) is abbreviated to T”(P). 
The semantics of program compositions is given in a compositional way by 
extending the definition of T with respect o the first argument. We assume that the 
language in which programs are written is fixed. Namely, the Herbrand base we refer 
to is determined by a set of function and predicate symbols that include all function 
and predicate symbols used in the programs being considered. 
For any Herbrand interpretation I: 
T(P*)(Z) = T”(P), 
T(P u Q)(O= T(PNOu T(Q)Uk 
T(J'n QW = W)(O n T(QWL 
WaQ)W = TUW u WQ)). 
The above definition generalises the notion of immediate consequence operator 
from programs to compositions of programs. In particular, for any interpretation I, 
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the formulae which may be derived in the encapsulated program P* are all the 
formulae which may be derived from P in an arbitrary (finite) number of steps. The 
operations of union and intersection of programs directly relate to their set-theoretic 
equivalent. The set of immediate consequences of the union (resp. intersection) of two 
programs is the set-theoretic union (resp. intersection) of the sets of immediate 
consequences of the separate programs. Finally, for any interpretation I, the set of 
immediate consequences of the import of two programs P Q Q is the set of formulae 
which may be derived in the importing program P in a single deduction step from 
I and from the set of formulae which may be derived in the imported program Q in an 
arbitrary (finite) number of steps. 
The operations *, u , n and a satisfy a number of algebraic properties such as 
associativity, commutativity and distributivity. The resulting algebra [3] extends the 
algebra presented in [ 181 and offers a formal basis for proving properties of program 
compositions. For instance, syntactically different program compositions may be 
compared and simplified by means of the properties of program composition opera- 
tions. 
An alternative definition of program composition operations can be given by 
characterising the operational behaviour of program compositions. The operational 
behaviour of logic programs is usually given by means of the success set S(P) of 
a program P, that is the set of ground atoms A such that P u { t A} has a SLD 
refutation [1, 16, 221. A simple way of characterising the operational behaviour of 
compositions of programs is to directly extend the definition of SLD refutation to deal 
with program compositions. The standard SLD derivation relation may be defined by 
means of inference rules of the form 
Premise 
Conclusion 
asserting that Conclusion holds whenever Premise holds. We write PI-G if there exists 
a SLD refutation for a goal G in a program P. 
PI- empty 
Pt-GI A PI-G2 
PWGI, Gz) 
(1) 
(2) 
Pt-(AcG) A PI-G 
Pt-A (3) 
Rule (1) states that the empty goal, denoted by empty, is solved in any program P. Rule 
(2) deals with conjunctive goals. It states that a conjunction (G,, G,) is solved in 
a program P if Gi is solved in P and Gz is solved in P. Finally, rule (3) deals with 
atomic goal reduction. To solve an atomic goal A, choose a clause from program 
P and recursively solve the body of the clause in P. Notice that, for the sake of 
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simplicity, substitutions are omitted in that we are interested in characterising only 
the (ground) success et of a program. 
Program clauses are represented by means of the following rule: 
P is a plain program A A+ GEground(P) 
Pk(A+ G) 
It is easy to show that for any program P and for any atomic formula A: 
AESS(P) o PI-A. 
(4) 
The derivation relation l- can be generalized to the case of program compositions in 
a simple way. Namely, each composition operation is modelled by adding new 
inference rules to rules (l)-(4). 
Pk(A +- G) 
PuQk(A+-G) 
QW+- (3 
PuQk(A+G) 
(6) 
Pk(A+G1) A QE(A+ G,) 
P c-, QMA+ GI,GA 
PI-A 
P* !-(A c empty) 
Pk(A+G1,G2) A Qt-G2 
PaQk(A+ G,) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Rules (5) and (6) state that a clause A t G belongs to the program expressions P u Q if 
it belongs either to P or to Q. Rule (7) states that a clause A t G belongs to P n Q if 
there is a clause A t G1 in P and there is a clause A c G2 in Q such that G = (G,, G,). 
Rule (8) states that the program expression P * contains a unit clause A c empty for 
each atom A which is provable in P. Finally, rule (9) deals with the import operation. 
It states that the clauses in P Q Q are obtained from the clauses in P by dropping the 
calls to Q, provided that they are provable in Q. 
The extended derivation relation E defined by rules (l)-(9) characterises the 
operational behaviour of arbitrary compositions of programs. The equivalence of the 
operational and of the denotational semantics of program compositions is stated by 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 (Brogi [3]). For any program expression P and any atomic formula A: 
PI-A 0 AE~‘-(P). 
In [3], two other operational characterisations of program compositions are given 
and proved to be equivalent to the denotational semantics. A compilation-oriented 
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implementation is obtained by means of a program transformation p which maps any 
composition of programs P into an equivalent plain program p(P) such that the 
success et of the transformed program p(P) coincides with the least fixpoint of T(P). 
An interpretation-oriented implementation is obtained by means of an extended 
“vanilla” metainterpreter which realises the various compositions through metalevel 
compositions of object level programs. For any program composition P, the set of 
sentences provable in the corresponding extended vanilla metainterpreter coincides 
with the least fixpoint of T(P). The definition of the operational semantics of program 
expressions by means of inference rules, however, may be easier to read than the 
transformational definition, which involves a renaming mechanism, and more general 
than the metalogical definition, which relies on metaprogramming. 
As pointed out in the introduction, this language of program expressions, albeit 
simple, finds natural applications in several domains, ranging over expert systems, 
hypothetical and hierarchical reasoning, knowledge assimilation and modularisation. 
An example of such applications is illustrated in the next section. 
2.2. A motivating example 
We show how the previously introduced operations can be used to address one of 
the hot issues in the logic programming field, that is how to provide logic program- 
ming with a useful and, at the same time, logic-based modular structure. A more 
thorough presentation of these ideas can be found in [3, S]. 
Traditional modular programming requires that a module can import from another 
one only its functionality without caring of the implementation. For example, if a 
module needs a sort operation over lists, the modular style requires the importation of 
a sort relation from another module, which is free to implement it according to any of 
the sorting algorithms. This kind of behaviour can be esily realised in logic program- 
ming by exploiting the operations u and *. If P is the “main” program and S is the 
module implementing the sort relation, the combined program is expected to behave as 
pus*. 
The usefulness of the operation n has been shown elsewhere in the context of 
knowledge representation and reasoning [5,9]. Here we show that, in the context of 
modularising logic programs, it can be used to restrict import/export operations to 
a set of pre-selected predicates. Given a set of predicates rc, let n itself denote the 
program: {p(x) c 1 pin}. Now, the importation of only the extensional definitions of 
predicates in rt from a module Q to a module P is easily defined as 
Pu(znQ*). 
However, the very nature of logic programming allows a more refined definition of 
module composition. Indeed, while in traditional languages the objects which can be 
imported/exported are either data or functions/procedures, in logic programming we 
can distinguish between either importing/exporting a whole predicate definition or 
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part of it, that is some of its clauses. Even more drastically, we can think that 
a predicate definition is in general spread over several different modules. 
By exploiting this possibility, we obtain several forms of information hiding, based 
on the observation that the knowledge about a procedure is available at two different 
levels: the intensional and the extensional level. The former is (an abstraction of) the 
code of a predicate (i.e. the clauses defining it). The latter is the set of atomic formulae 
provable for that predicate. The exportation at the extensional level is the one which is 
supported by conventional modular languages, and the operations u, n and 
* provide suitable mechanisms for dealing with it. 
The operation Q allows us to exploit the potential flexibility of logic programming 
with respect to importing/exporting knowledge. In its basic usage, the Q operation 
builds a module P Q Q out of a pair of modules P and Q, which play the role of the 
visible and hidden part of the module, respectively. Indeed, several forms of informa- 
tion hiding/exporting can be accommodated by exploiting the operation Q. 
l Full hiding: A predicate is defined only in the hidden part Q of a module P Q Q. In 
such a way, the predicate is exported neither at the extensional nor at the inten- 
sional level. 
l Implementation hiding: A predicate is defined in the visible part P of a module 
P Q Q, but its actual implementation is entirely in the hidden part Q. In such a way 
the predicate is exported only at the extensional evel. 
l Partial visibility: A predicate is defined partly in the visible part P and partly in the 
hidden part Q of a module P Q Q. In such a way the predicate is partly exported at 
the intensional evel. 
l Full visibility: A predicate is defined in the visible part P of a module P 4 Q. In such 
a way the predicate is exported both at the intensional and at the extensional level. 
As an example of use of 4, consider the following simple situation. Suppose that 
a bank is supported by an expert system for granting credits to customers. One of the 
procedures of the expert system is about judging the reliability of customers, and this 
may involve some information about the customers which a bank manager would 
prefer to keep hidden. This can be achieved by implementing the expert system 
through a module expression in which the intension of the critical predicates is partly 
hidden. In what follows the programs Rules, Public and Private represent he basic 
expert system rules, the public domain database information and the critical expert 
system knowledge, respectively. 
Rules 
gives-credit(x) c 
good-customer(x) 
good-customer(x) + 
customer(x) 
has_account(x, t) 
threshold(y) 
greater_than(t, y) 
Public 
customer(smith) c 
customer(lewis) +- 
has_account(lewis, . . .) + 
Private 
good-customer(x) + 
in-politics(x) 
has_account(smith, . . . ) + 
in_pohtics(brown) + 
threshold(. . .) * 
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The overall expert system can then be obtained by the module: 
GrantCredits = (Rules a Private) v Public 
Notice that in this way neither the extension nor the intension of the Private 
component is visible to the external world. 
3. Compositionality and full abstraction 
A semantics for a programming language provides meanings for programs or, more 
generally, program parts. Moreover, each method of giving semantics to a program- 
ming language induces an equivalence relation on programs. Namely, two programs 
are equivalent if and only if they have the same meaning in the chosen semantics. 
The properties of compositionality and fill abstraction have been recognised as two 
fundamental concepts in the studies on the semantics of programming languages 
[19,21]. Roughly, a semantics is compositional if equivalent programs (or program 
parts) are indistinguishable, that is, if they “exhibit equal observable behaviours in all 
possible contexts”. On the other hand, a semantics is fully abstract if indistinguishable 
programs (or program parts) are equivalent. 
Both these properties refer to a notion of observable behaviours of programs and to 
a notion of possible compositions for programs. The former can be represented by 
a mapping Ob( .) which associates an object Oh(P) denoting the observable behav- 
iours with every program P. The latter can be represented by a set Corn of (possibly 
partial) functions over programs. A semantics is compositional if the induced equiva- 
lence is a congruence for the pair (Ob, Corn), that is, if it preserves the observables and 
is a congruence for the set of compositions. There is always a coarsest congruence for 
(Ob, Corn), which is intuitively the “indistinguishability relation”. A semantics is fully 
abstract if the induced equivalence includes this largest congruence. A semantics is 
both compositional and fully abstract if it coincides with it. 
We now formally introduce these notions according to [13]. Let Pr be a class of 
programs, and let Ob be a mapping which associates with every program P an object 
Oh(P) denoting the observable behaviours of P. Moreover, let Corn be a class of 
(possibly partial) functions over Pr, called program compositions. For every n-ary 
F”~Corn and every PI, . . . . P,EPr, if 9(P,, . . . . P”) is defined then F(P1, . . . . P,)E Pr. 
An equivalence relation = over Pr preserves Ob iff VP, QEPr: 
P 3 Q S- Oh(P)= Oh(Q) 
An equivalence relation = over Pr is congruence for Corn iff VP1, . . . . P,, 
Q 1, . . . . Q,EPr, VSECom: 
PisQi(i=l,..., n) * F(Pl,..., P,,)=F(Ql,..., Qn). 
A congruence for (Ob, Corn) is a congruence for Corn which preserves Ob. Such 
a congruence is called compositional. 
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Two programs P and Q are distinguishable under (Ob, Corn) if there exists a context 
(defined via Corn) in which the substitution of P with Q changes the external behaviour 
(defined via Ob) of the context. Formally, let Come be the closure of Corn under 
(partial functions) compositions, including the identity function. Then two programs 
P and Q are distinguishable if 
3F6EComC 3P1, . . . . P,EP~: Ob(F(P, P,, . . . . P,)) # (Ob(g(Q, PI, . . . . P,)). 
We put 
P E Q o P and Q are not distinguishable under (Ob, Corn). 
Finally, an equivalence relation = is fully abstract if and only if VP, QEPT: 
In order to study the properties of compositionality and full abstraction for the 
algebra of logic programs, the set of programs Pr, the set of compositions Corn and the 
set of observables Ob have to be fixed. 
The set Corn is the set of program composition operations that were introduced in 
Section 2, that is, 
Corn= (*, u, n,d}. 
The set Pr is the set of program expressions, that is the set of definite logic programs 
possibly composed via elements of Corn. Notice that all the compositions are total 
functions over Pr. 
The observable behaviours of a program may be defined in different ways, depend- 
ing on which aspects of the computation one is interested in looking at. In the case of 
logic programs, a natural choice of the observables is the success set of a program 
P [l, 16,221. Therefore we put 
Oh(P) = S(P). 
Notice that the definition of indistinguishability requires the notion of success set (viz. 
observables) to be extended from programs to arbitrary compositions of programs, as 
already discussed in Section 2. In the rest of the paper, the equivalence S(P) = T”(P) 
(Proposition 1) will be exploited in the proofs. We will analyse fully abstract equiva- 
lence relations for different subsets of Corn = { *, u , n , Q } under the same set of 
observables Ob. To highlight the set of compositions considered, we will denote by 
glx the indistinguishability relation over (Ob, X) for X G Corn. 
4. Subsumption-equivalence 
The algebra of logic programs defined in Section 2 relies on the choice of denoting 
the meaning of a program P by the corresponding immediate consequence operator 
T(P). Such a denotation induces the following equivalence relation, denoted by Ed, 
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on programs. Two programs are equivalent if and only if the corresponding immedi- 
ate consequence oprators coincide on every Herbrand interpretation. 
Definition 1. The equivalence relation zr on Pr is defined as follows. Let P,QEPT, 
then 
P -TQ o T(P)= T(Q). 
Maher [ 171 first studied the equivalence relation induced by the T(P) semantics. He 
introduced a syntactic notion of equivalence, subsumption-equivalence, and showed 
that it corresponds to the equality of functions T(P) on programs. Let Cr and C2 be 
the definite clauses A c B and D c E, respectively. C1 is subsumed by C, if there is 
a substitution 9 such that A = D9 and &i G B. Two logic programs P and Q are 
subsumption equivalent if every clause of P is subsumed by some clause of Q and vice 
versa. Existing algorithms [14] can be therefore exploited to determine whether two 
programs are T(P) equivalent. 
It is easy to show that the equality induced by the T(P) semantics is a congruence 
for (Ob, { *, u , A, Q }). Indeed the T(P ) semantics of the operations *, u , n and Q is 
defined in a homomorphic way, according to [3,18]. Namely, the meaning of a com- 
position of programs (e.g. T(P u Q)) is determined by the meaning of the separate 
programs (T(P) and T(Q)). Furthermore, it is easy to observe that if two programs are 
T(P) equivalent hen they also have the same observable behaviour. 
Proposition 2. ET is a congruence for (Ob, { *, u , n , Q }). 
Proof. (1) zr preserves Ob: Obvious, since VP, QEPY: P =T Q o VI: (T(P)(Z) = 
T(Q)(I)). This implies, by definition of the powers of T, that T”(P) = TO(Q) and 
hence, by definition of Ob, that Oh(P) = Oh(Q). 
(2) =T is a congruence for { *, v, n,d>: We have to prove that QP1,P2,Ql, 
Q2 EPr, if PI ETQ~ and P2 ETQZ then 
(i) P: =TQ:, 
(ii) PI u f'z =TQI u Qz, 
(iii) PI n Pz ETQ~ n Qz, 
(iv) P1dPz E~Q~~Q~. 
Properties (i)-(iv) descend immediately from the homomorphic definition of *, u , 
n and a. For example, for any interpretation I: T(PI u P,)(Z) = T(P,)(Z) u 
T(Pd(U = T(Q l)(O CJ T(QN) = T(QI u Q2)(0 since PI =TQI and P2 =TQz. 
0 
The former proposition implies that if two programs are T(P) equivalent hen they 
are also indistinguishable, that is, they exhibit the same behaviours in all possible 
contexts. We now show that the converse holds as well, that is, programs which are 
indistinguishable w.r.t. (Ob, { *, u , n , a }) are also T(P) equivalent. Indeed we show 
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that a stronger result holds, namely that programs which are indistinguishable w.r.t. 
(Ob, { n , a }) are also T(P) equivalent. The proof of the latter result exploits a general 
property of immediate consequences that will be also used in the proof of other 
propositions. Each immediate consequence of a program P from an interpretation I is 
also an immediate consequence of P from a finite subset of I. This property can be 
naturally generalised from programs to program expressions as stated by the follow- 
ing lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let PEP?+. For any interpretation I: 
AET(P)(Z) * (IF: F G I A F isjnite A AeT(P)(F)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of P. 
P pZain program: By definition of T(P): AET(P)(Z) o (38: At Z?Eground(P) 
A l? c I). Immediate since Z? is finite and since AE T(B). 
P = Q*: Immediate since VI: T(Q*)(Z) = T(Q*)(O), by definition of *. 
P = Q u R: By definition of u : AE T(Q u R)(Z) o AE T(Q)(Z) v AE T(R)(Z). 
By inductive hypothesis on Q and R this implies that IF: F G Z A F is finite 
A (AeT(Q)(F) v AET(R)F)). By definition of u , this implies that IF: F E Z A F is 
finite A AET(Q u R)(F). 
P = Q n R: By definition of n : AET(Q n R)(Z) o AeT(Q)(Z) A AeT(R)(Z). 
By inductive hypothesis on Q and R this implies that (3F’: F’ c Z A F’ is finite 
A AET(Q)(F’)) A (3F”: F” c Z A F” is finite A AET(R)(F”)). Let F = F’ u F”, 
then by monotonicity of r(Q) and T(R) we have that 3F: F E Z A F finite 
A AET(Q)(F) A AeT(R)(F). By definition of n this implies that 3F: F c Z A F is 
finite A AET(Q f-7 R)(F). 
P = Q a R: By definition of a: AE T( Q a R)(Z) o AE T(Q)(Z u T”(R)). By inductive 
hypothesis on Q, this implies that IF: F 5 (I u T”(R)) A F is finite A AET(Q)(F). By 
partitioning F into two parts we have that 3F’, F”: F’ c Z A F” c T@(R) A (F’ u F”) 
is finite A AEZ’(Q)(F’ u F”). By monotonicity of T(Q) this implies that 3F’: F’ E Z 
A F’ is finite A AET(Q)(F’ u T”(R)) and by definition of a we have that 3F: F c Z 
A F is finite A AET(QaR)(F). 0 
Proposition 3. =T is fully abstract with respect to (Ob, { n ,a}). 
Proof. We have to prove that VP, QEPr: P r ( ,-, <l Q S- P ET Q. We show that if 
P ~TQ then P %{n,4) Q, that is if P and Q are not subsumption-equivalent then 
there is a context in which P and Q exibit different behaviours. By definition of ET, 
we observe that P &Q Q (31: T(P)(Z) f T(Q)(Z)). This means that 31, A: 
(AeT(P)(Z) A A$ T(Q)(Z)) v (A# T(P)(Z) A AE r(Q)(Z)). Suppose that the first 
disjunct holds (the other case is analogous). Then, by Lemma 1 and by monotonicity 
of T(Q), we have that 3F, A: F is finite A AE 7’(P)(F) A A $ T(Q)(F). Consider now 
the programs R = {A c } and S = {B c 1 BEF}. We can construct a ccatext in which 
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the substitution of P by Q changes the external behaviour of the context. Let 
M = (P n R)aS and N = (Q n R)q S. Then Oh(M) # Oh(N) since AEON while 
A$Ob(N). We observe that by definition of Q: T(M)(o) = T((P n R)dS)($) = 
T(P n R)(T”(S)). Since T”(S) = F and by definition of n, we have that 
T(M)(@) = T(P)(F) n T(R)(F). Since T(R)(F) = {A} and AET(P)(F), we conclude 
that T(M)(0) = {A) and h ence, by continuity of T(M), AET”(M). On the other 
hand, T(N)(@)= 7'((Q n R)dS)(t$= T(Q n R)(T"(S))= T(Q n R)(F) = T(Q)(F) 
n T(R)(F). Since A+! T(P)(F) and T(R)(F) = {A}, we have that T(N)(0) = 8 and 
hence A $ T”(N). 0 
Proposition 3 implies that the equivalence relation or is also fully abstract with 
respect to (Ob, { *, u , n , Q }). This is due to the following general observation. 
Observation 1. For any Pr, Ob, corn, let = be an equivalence relation over Pr. If E is 
the fully abstract compositional equivalence relation for (Ob, Corn) then E is the fully 
abstract equivalence relation for any (Ob, Corn ‘) such that Corn’1 Corn, provided that 
= is a congruence for Corn’. 
On the basis of this observation, it is easy to see that subsumption-equivalence is 
the fully abstract compositional equivalence not only for (Ob, { n ,u}), but also for 
any (Ob, Corn’) such that 
{ n,4> E Com’c{*, u, n,4>. 
Corollary 1. --T is fully abstract for (Ob, { *, u , n , u }), 
Proposition 2 and Corollary 1 state that subsumption-equivalence is the fully 
abstract compositional equivalence relation for (Ob, { *, u , n , CI }). This means that 
the T(P) semantics induces the coarsest equivalence relation on programs w.r.t. 
(Ob,{*, u 9 n , a }), in that any other denotation of programs one may choose must 
induce the same equivalence relation to be compositional and fully abstract. 
Going back to the example of natural numbers discussed in the introduction, we 
can now conclude that the T(P) semantics correctly distinguishes the programs: 
P Q 
nat(zer0) c nat(s(zer0)) c 
nat(s(x)) + nat(x) nat(zer0) c 
nat(s(x)) + nut (x) 
Corollary 1 states that indistinguishable programs are T(P ) equivalent and there- 
foreP%-Q * f'F(e,v,n,4} Q. Following the proof of Proposition 3, we see that if 
we consider the program: 
R 
nat(s(zer0)) 4- 
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then we can construct a context in which the two programs P and Q exhibit different 
observable behaviours, namely Ob(P n R) # Ob(Q n R). 
5. Relations with other semantics 
In the previous section, we have shown that the equivalence relation induced by the 
T(P) semantics (subsumption-equivalence) is both compositional and fully abstract 
with respect to the set of compositions { *, u , n , Q}. In this section, we relate 
subsumption-equivalence to other well known equivalence relations induced by 
different semantics for logic programs. More precisely, we show that equivalence 
relations coarser than subsumption-equivalence are both compositional and fully 
abstract for proper subsets of the set of operations of the algebra. 
We start from the results presented by Maher [17], where various formulations of 
equivalence for logic programs are studied and compared. The equivalence relation 
induced by the T(P) semantics is one of these equivalences. As already discussed in 
the previous section, the syntactic notion of subsumption-equivalence gives an equiv- 
alent formulation of the same equivalence relation. Another equivalence relation 
considered in [ 171 is induced by a refinement of the T(P) semantics, defined by means 
of a T(P) + Id function. As in the previous case, an equivalent formulation is given in 
terms of a syntactic notion of weak subsumption-equivalence. Furthermore, logical 
equivalence (+ P-Q) and the corresponding equivalence when only Herbrand 
models are considered (HM(P) = HM(Q)) are studied. It is shown that these two 
equivalent relations can be equivalently formulated in terms of the functional seman- 
tics defined in [15]. Finally, the standard equivalence relation induced by the opera- 
tional semantics of logic programs is considered, which identifies programs with same 
success et (B(P) = SS(Q)) and the latter coincides with the least Herbrand model 
semantics [22]. 
Different formulations of equivalence are also compared in terms of their relative 
strength. In addition to the previously mentioned correspondences, it is shown that 
subsumption-equivalence is strictly finer than weak subsumption-equivalence, which 
is in turn strictly finer than logical equivalence, which is turn strictly finer than 
operational equivalence. Recall that an equivalence relation -i is finer than another 
equivalence relation z2 ( =i c Ed) if and only if whenever P =i Q then P e2 Q. 
Furthermore =1 is strictly finer than z2 ( -l c Ed) if and only if =i is finer than 
=2 and =2 is not finer than sl. 
Some of the results presented in [ 171 are summarised in Fig. 1, where an arrow from 
=i to =2 denotes that =i is strictly finer than =2 (viz. =1 c c2). Other notions 
of equivalence, concerning program completion and finite failure, and studied 
in [17]. 
It is easy to observe that subsumption-equivalence is a congruence for any set of 
compositions Come {*, u , n , a}. On the other hand, as the number of composition 
operations decreases, the set of possible contexts shrinks. Therefore, programs which 
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T(P) = r(Q) - Ps-e Q 
1 
T(P) + Id = T(Q) + Id - P w s-e Q 
1 
i=P-Q - HM(P) = HM(Q) 
1 
SS(P) = SS(Q) - LHM(P) = LHM(Q) 
Fig. 1. 
are distinguishable under (Ob, ( *, u , n , a }) may be indistinguishable under 
(Ob, Corn), for some Coin c ( *, u , n , a }. 
In the next sections, we show that the chain of equivalence relations composed by 
weak subsumption-equivalence, logical equivalence and least Herbrand model 
equivalence coincides with the chain of fully abstract compositional equivalence 
relations for proper subsets of the operations of the algebra, obtained by dropping one 
operation at a time from the set of compositions. 
5.1. Weak subsumption-equivalence 
Let us first consider the set of compositions Corn = { *, u , n }, obtained by 
dropping a from the set of operations of the algebra. Subsumption-equivalence is 
a congruence for { *, u , n , a }, and it is therefore a congruence also for the smaller set 
of compositions { *, u , n }. On the other hand, subsumption-equivalence is not fully 
abstract for this set of operations. Indeed, there are programs which are not T(P) 
equivalent, though they cannot be distinguished operationally by means of *, u and 
n . For instance, it can be shown that the programs: 
are indistinguishable under (Ob, { *, u , n }) though they are not T(P) equivalent. 
In order to obtain the fully abstract equivalence relation for (Ob, { *, u , n }), 
subsumption-equivalence must be slightly weakened so to identify some programs 
which are distinguished by the T(P) semantics. It turns out that the T(P) semantics is 
too fine for (Ob, { *, u , n }) just because it takes into account tautologies which 
possibly occur in a program. Recall that a tautology is a logic formula which always 
evaluates to true, and therefore a definite clause is a tautology if an exact copy of the 
head appears in the body of a clause. For instance, s t s and s(x) t r(x), s(x) are 
tautologies. 
Let us consider the weak subsumption-equivalence relation introduced by Maher 
[17]. Two programs are weakly subsumption-equivalent if and only if the two 
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programs without tautologies are subsumption-equivalent. Weak subsumption- 
equivalence can be characterised in terms of the function T(P) as follows. 
Definition 2. Let P be a logic program. Then for any interpretation I: 
(T(P) + Id)(Z) = T(P)(Z) u I. 
Proposition 4 (Maher [17]). P is weakly subsumption-equivalent to Q o (T(P) + 
Id = T(Q) + Id). 
Let us name =r+ld the equivalence relation induced by T(P) + Id, that is, 
(P =T+,dQ) 0 (T(P) + Zd = T(Q) + Id). 
We first observe that ~r+~,, is a congruence for (Ob, { *, u , n }). 
Proposition 5. =T+[d is a congruence for (Ob, { *, u , n }), 
Proof. (1) ET+ld preserves Ob: Immediate since (T(P) + Id = T(Q) + Id) 3 
(Oh(P) = Oh(Q)) (see Fig. 1). 
(2) =_T+ld is a congruence for { *, u , n }: we consider the following cases. 
(i) VP,QEPr:(P =T+ldQ + P* = T + Id Q *): By Definition 2 and by definition of *, 
VZ: (T(P*) + Id)(Z) = T(P*)(Z) u Z = T”‘(P) u Z. Since P =T+,dQ and (T(P) + 
Id = T(Q) + Id) * (Oh(P) = Oh(Q)) we have that T”‘(P) = Tw(Q) and hence VI: 
(T(P*) + Id)(Z) = T”(P) u Z = T-(Q) u Z = (T(Q*) + Id)(Z). 
(ii) VP1,Pz9Q1,QZEPr: ((PI --T+,dQl A pz =T+IdQz) * PI U pz =z-+ldQl U 
Q2): By Definition 2 and by definition of u , VI: (T( PI u Pz) + Id)(Z) = T(PI u 
P,)(Z) UZ = T(P,)(Z) u T(P,)(Z) u 1. SinCe PI =T+,dQI and Pz =T+ldQ2, we have 
that T(P,)(Z) u T(P,)(Z) u Z = T(Q,)(Z) u T(Q2)(Z) u Z and hence that VZ: 
(VP, u Pz) + Zd)(Z) = (T(Q, u Qz) + Id)(O. 
(iii) VP1,P2,Q1,Q2EPr: ((PI =T+mQl A P2 -T+IdQZ) * PI nP2 =T+IdQ1 n 
Qz): Analogous to (ii). 0 
We now show that the weak equivalence-relation = T+,d iS alSO fully abstract for 
(Ob,{*, u, n 1). As in the case of subsumption-equivalence (Section 4), we are able to 
prove a stronger result, namely that z T+,d is fully abstract for (Ob, { u , n } ). 
Proposition 6. =_T+ld is fully abstract for (Ob, { u , n }). 
Proof. We have to prove that VP,QEPr: P g{ v,n) Q * P =T+IdQ. We show 
that if P fT+,dQ then P F{u,n) Q. By definition of =_T+{d, we observe that 
p fT+ldQ * jZ,A: (@ET(P)(Z) u Z) A (A+ T(Q)(I) u 1)) v ((A# T(W) U 1) 
A (AE T(Q)(Z) u I)). Suppose that the first disjunct holds (the other case is analogous). 
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By definition of set-theoretic union this implies that 31, A: AeT(P)(Z) 
A A$ r(Q)(Z) A A#Z. Then, by Lemma 1 and by monotonicity of 7’(Q), we have 
that 3F,A: F is finite A AET(P)(F) A A# T(Q)(F) A A$F. Consider now the 
programs R = {A c } and S = {B t ( BEF}. We can construct a context in which the 
substitution of P by Q changes the external behaviour of the context. Let M = 
(P n R) u S and N = (Q n R) u S. Then O&M) # Oh(N) since AEON while 
A$Ob(N). We observe that by definition of u : T(M)(@) = T((P n R) u S)(0) = 
UP n R)(0) u Z-(S)(@). S ince r(S)(@) = F, we have that T(M)(@) 3 F. Moreover, 
we observe that, by monotonicity of T(M): T’(M)@) = T(M)( T(M)(@)) 2 
T(M)(F) = T((P n R) u S)(F). By definition of u and n , we observe that 
7”(M)(8) 2 T(P n R)(F) u T(S)(F) 2 T(P n R)(F) = T(P)(F) n T(R)(F). Since 
T(R)(F) = {A} and AeT(P)(F) we conclude that AE T2(M)(8) and hence AE 
T”(M). On the other hand, by definition of u and n: T(N)(@) = T((Q n R) u 
W8) = V(Q n R))(0) u T(N@ = G”(Q)(8) n URN@) u T(W@). Since VR)(@ 
= {A} and A$ T(Q)(0), we have that T(N)(@) = T(S)(@) = F. Moreover T2(N)(0) 
= T(N)(T(N)(Q))) = T((Q n R) u S)(F) = (T(Q)(F) n T(R)(F)) u T(S)(F). Since 
A$ T(Q)(F) we conclude that T2(N)(8) = F = T(N)(@) and hence T”(N) = F. 
Therefore A# Oh(N) since A$ F. 0 
By virtue of Observation 1, Propositions 5 and 6 imply the full abstraction result for 
=r+ld w.r.t (Ob, { *, u, n }). 
corollary 2. ++ld isfilly ubstructfir (ob, (*, u , n }). 
Corollary 2 states that weak subsumption-equivalence is fully abstract for 
(Ob,{*, u, n }). As a by-product, it also proves that the two programs given at the 
beginning of this section: 
P Q 
r+ rc 
s+s 
are indistinguishable under (Ob, (*, u , n }) since they are weakly subsumption- 
equivalent and since P =T+ldQ +- P z:(*, “, n}JQ. 
Another consequence of Corollary 2 is that the weak subsumption-equivalence 
relation is not compositional with respect o the operation u. To illustrate this fact, 
consider again the program P and Q above, along with the program: 
R 
SC 
and observe that P q’+IdQ while PaR fT+ldQaR. 
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5.2. Logical equivalence 
Let us restrict further the set of compositions { *, u , n } and consider the set of 
compositions Corn = { *, u }. Weak subsumption-equivalence is a congruence for 
{ *, u , n }, and it is therefore a congruence also for the smaller set of compositions 
{ *, u }. On the other hand, weak subsumption-equivalence is not fully abstract for 
this set of operations. Indeed, there are programs which are not weakly subsump- 
tion-equivalent, though they cannot be distinguished operationally by means of * and 
u . For instance, it can be shown that the programs: 
P Q 
rc rcs 
SC SC 
are indistinguishable under (Ob, { *, u }) though they are not weakly subsumption- 
equivalent. 
Let us consider logical equivalence, which in the case of logic programs coincides 
with Herbrand models equivalence. Two programs are equivalent if and only if they 
have the same set of Herbrand models (HM(P) = HIM(Q)). Recall that a Herbrand 
interpretation I is a Herbrand model for a program P if and only if T(P) (I) E I ([ 11). 
The equivalence relation sHM on Pr is defined as follows. 
Definition 3. Let P, QE Pr, then 
P sHMQ o VZ: (T(P)(Z) c Z o T(Q)(Z) E I). 
The equivalence relation --HM considers two programs equivalent if and only if 
they have the same set of Herbrand models. Notice that the programs P and Q of the 
previous example are identified by =HM. 
The equivalence relation =HM is a congruence for { u }. Indeed the Herbrand 
models of the union of two programs can be determined by the Herbrand models of 
the separate programs. Actually, given two prorams P and Q, a Herbrand interpreta- 
tion Z is a model for P u Q if and only if Z is a model for both P and Q. It is easy to 
show that the equivalence relation zHM is a congruence also for { *}, and hence the 
following proposition holds. 
Proposition 7. sHM is a congruence for (Ob, { *, u }). 
Proof. (1) =HM preserves Ob: Immediate since HM(P) = HM(Q) = Oh(P) = 
Oh(Q) (see Fig. 1). 
(2) =HM is a congruence for { *, u }: We consider the following cases. 
(i) VP,QEPr: (P eHMQ + P * sHMQ*): By definition of *, VI: T(P*)(Z) = 
T”(P). Since H&Z(P) = HM(Q) =S Oh(P) = Oh(Q), we have that VI: T(P*)(Z) = 
T(Q*)(Z) and hence VZ: (T(P*)(Z) c I) o (T(Q*)(Z) G I). 
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(4 VPl,P2,Q1,Q2~Pr: ((Pl --HMQl A P2 =HMQ2) * p1 u p2 =HMQl u Q2): 
By definition of u, VI: T(P, u P,)(Z) c I o (T(P,)(Z) u T(P,)(Z)) E I 
o (T(P,)(Z) E Z)r\(T(P,)(Z) E I). Since PI --HMQl and Pz E~~Q?, we have that 
VZ: T(P, u P,)(Z) s Z o T(Q1 u Q2)(Z) c I. 0 
We now show that if two programs cannot be distinguished by means of the 
compositions u and * then they have the same Herbrand models. As in the previous 
sections, we prove a stronger result, namely that =HM is fully abstract w.r.t. 
(Ok { u 1). 
Proposition 8. =HM is fully abstract with respect to (Ob, { u }). 
Proof. We have to prove that for any P, QEPI: P g{ v 1 Q * P =HM Q. We show that 
if P fHM Q then P q!z{ U 1 Q. By definition of =HM: P qLHM Q o (31: T(P)(Z) E Z 
A T( Q)(Z)$ I) v (31: T(P)(Z)$Z A T(Q)(Z) G I). Suppose that the first disjunct holds 
(the other case is analogous). If 31: T(Q)(Z)$Z then 31,A: AET(Q)(Z) A A$Z. By 
Lemma 1 and by monotonicity of r(Q), this implies that 31, F, A: F E Z A F is finite 
A AE T(Q)(F) A A 4 F. We can now construct a context in which the substitution of 
P by Q changes the external behaviour of the context. Consider the program 
R={Bc IBEF} and let M=PuR and N=QuR. Then A$Ob(M) while 
AEOb(N). We first show that T”(P u R) E I. We prove, by induction on n, that Vn: 
T”(P u R) E I. The base case (n = 0) is trivial since T”(P u R) = 8. Assume now 
that T”(Pu R)G Z.BydefinitionofpowersofT: T”+‘(Pu R)= T(Pu R)(T”(Pu 
R)). By the inductive hypothesis and by monotonicity of T(P u R) we have that 
T”+‘(P u R) G T(P u R)(Z). By definition of u, since F E Z and since T(P)(Z) E I, 
we observe that T(P u R)(Z) = T(P)(Z) u T(R)(Z) c I. Hence T”+l(P u R) E I. 
Therefore, by continuity of T( P u R), we have that T”( P u R) E Z and since A# Z we 
conclude that A$ T”(P u R). On the other hand, AEOb(N) since {A} z T(Q)(F) = 
T(Q)(T(R)(O)). By definition of u and monotonicity of T(Q), T(Q)( T(R)(o)) c 
T(QNT(Q u R)(O)) E T(Q u R)(T(Q u R)(@). Therefore {A} E T(Q u R)(T(Q u 
R)(O)) = T2(Q u R) E T”(Q u R), by continuity of T(Q u R). 0 
By Observation 1, Propositions 7 and 8 imply that logical equivalence is fully 
abstract w.r.t. (Ob, { *, u }). 
Corollary 3. =HM is fully abstract with respect to Ob, { *, u }). 
Corollary 3 also proves that the two programs given at the beginning of this section: 
P Q 
r+ rcs 
.S+ SC 
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are indistinguishable under (Ob, { *, u }) since they are logically equivalent and since 
P=mQ * Pq,,,jQ. 
Another consequence of Corollary 3 is that logical equivalence is not a congruence 
for the other two operations n and a of the algebra. To illustrate this fact, consider 
again the programs P and Q above, along with the program: 
R 
r+ 
and observe that P = HM Q while P n R fHM Q n R. Similar considerations apply to 
the case of 4. 
5.3. Least Herbrand model semantics 
Let us finally restrict the set of compositions { *, u } to the set Corn = { * }. 
Actually, Corn = ( * } corresponds to the case in which no composition of programs is 
allowed. In fact, the unary operation * supports the encapsulation rather than the 
composition of separate programs. 
Logical equivalence is a congruence for { *, u }, and it is therefore a congruence 
also for the smaller set of compositions { * }. On the other hand, logical equivalence is 
not fully abstract for this set of operations. Indeed, there are programs which are not 
logically equivalent, though they cannot be distinguished operationally by means of 
* only. For instance, it is easy to see that the empty program and the program 
Q 
r-4-s 
are indistinguishable under (Ob, { *}) though they are not logically equivalent. 
Intuitively, two programs are indistinguishable under (Ob, { *}) if and only if they 
have the same observable behaviour. Let us consider the standard least Herbrand 
model semantics, where a program is denoted by its least Herbrand model or, 
equivalently, by its success et [22]. The equivalence relation =LHM on Pr is defined 
as follows. 
Definition 4. Let P, QEPr, then 
P =LHMQ o T”(P) = Y’(Q). 
Such a denotation corresponds to the case where the observables alone determine 
the equivalence relation on programs. It is easy to show that =LHM is the fully 
abstract compositional equivalence for (Ob, { *}). 
Proposition 9. =LHM is the fully abstract compositional equivalence relation for 
(Ob,{*)). 
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Proof. (1) =LHM is a congruence for (Ob, { *}). We consider the following. 
(1.1) = LHM preserves Ob: Immediate, by definition of Ob. 
(1.2) -MM is a congruence for { * }: We have to prove that VP, QEPI: P =LHM Q 
=> P*r LHM Q *. Obvious, since, by definition of *, T”(P*) = T”(P). 
(2) sLHM is fully abstract with respect o (Ob, { *}): We have to prove that for any 
P,QEPI: P ={.}Q +- P =LHMQ. Obvious since if P gLHM Q then Oh(P) # 
WQ). 0 
Notice that it is easy to show that the equivalence relation --LHM is is too coarse to 
model other program composition operations. For instance, =LHM is not a congru- 
ence for u , in that the least Herbrand model of a program cannot be determined by 
the least Herbrand models of its clauses. The same consideration applies both to 
n and Q. 
6. Discussion 
6.1. The chain of fully abstract equivalence relations 
In Section 4 we have shown that subsumption-equivalence ( = r) is both composi- 
tional and fully abstract for the whole set of operations ( *, u , n , Q } of the algebra 
(Corollary 1). Furthermore, in Section 5, we have shown that the chain of equivalence 
relations composed by weak subsumption-equivalence ( = r + ,J, logical equivalence 
( =HM) and least Herbrand model equivalence ( E LHM) coincides with the chain of 
fully abstract compositional equivalence relations for the subsets of the operations of 
the algebra { *, u , n >, { *, u } and { * }, respectively (Corollaries 2 and 3, Proposi- 
tion 9). These results are summarised in Fig. 2, where C stands for compositional, 
FAC for fully abstract and compositional, and - for non-compositional. 
As shown in [ 171 subsumption-equivalence, weak subsumption-equivalence, logi- 
cal equivalence and least Herbrand model equivalence form a totally ordered set of 
equivalence relations, that is: 
When considering different equivalence relations induced by different semantics for 
programs, an equivalence relation is coarser than another one if the corresponding 
{*, u, n,d> (5 u, f-1 i*+> {*I 
ET FAC c C c 
=T+Id - FAC c C 
EHM - - FAC C 
=LHM - 
- - FAC 
Fig. 2. 
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semantics abstracts more from the syntax of programs. In our case, weak subsump- 
tion-equivalence abstracts more from the syntax of programs than subsumption- 
equivalence, and so on. 
We now discuss how the chain of fully abstract equivalence relations relates the 
operations *, u , n and Q to the structural features of programs. Let us start from the 
following observation. 
Observation 2. Let G 1 and s 2 be two equivalence relations such that E 1 c E z. If 
E i is the fully abstract equivalence relation for (Ob, Corn u {c}) and G 2 is the fully 
abstract equivalence relation for (06, Corn) then: 
VP, Q: (P fl Q A P E 2 Q) o P and Q can be distinguished only via c. 
Indeed by definition of full abstraction: (P $I Q A P s-2 Q) o (P ?co,,, v (ci Q 
A P ~co,Q). 
Let us now consider the chain of fully abstract equivalence relations discussed so 
far. The above observation states, for instance, that programs which are weakly 
subsumption-equivalent but not subsumption-equivalent can be distinguished only 
via the operation Q. 
Let us consider the first step of the chain, that is moving from subsumption- 
equivalence to weak subsumption-equivalence. Actually, weak subsumption-equiva- 
lence weakens subsumption-equivalence by identifying those programs which are 
distinguished by the latter because of tautologies. By Observation 2, this means that 
programs which are T(P)-equivalent up to tautologies cannot be distinguished 
operationally without the operation a. From a programming perspective, tautologies 
can be employed to realise a form of implementation hiding. Intuitively speaking, 
tautologies may play the role of bridge rules linking the definition of a predicate to its 
actual implementation. Consider the following program Q implementing the opera- 
tions of insertion and deletion on multisets: 
Q 
insert(e, s, [e 1 s]) +- 
delet& C I, C 1) + 
delete(e, [e 1 s], s) + 
delete(e, [f ) s], [f I news]) + e #f, delete(e, s, news) 
The actual implementation of multisets (by lists) as well as of the operations on 
multisets (by operations on lists) can be hidden to the other programs by importing 
the program Q from the program: 
P 
insert(x,y, z) 4- insert(x,y,z) 
delete(x, y, z) + delete(x,y,z) 
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In the composition Pa Q, the tautological clauses of P support the import of the 
implementation of the operations insert and delete, contained in Q, by virtue of the 
definition of a, that is: T(PaQ)(Z) = T(P)(I u T”(Q)). It is worth observing that P is 
not subsumption-equivalent, for instance, to the empty program in that the two 
programs can be operationally distinguished by importing the program Q. On the 
other hand, P and the empty program are weakly subsumption-equivalent in that they 
are operationally indistinguishable without the operation a. The example illustrates 
that the actual usefulness of tautologies for programming does rely on the exploitation 
of the composition operation a. Indeed, without the import operation a, tautologies 
lose their role of bridge rules and can therefore be ignored. 
Let us now consider the second step of the chain, that is moving from weak 
subsumption-equivalence to logical equivalence. Intuitively speaking, logical equiva- 
lence identifies all the programs which have the same set of Herbrand models, 
disregarding the way and the number of inference steps necessary to derive an atomic 
formula. For instance, the programs 
Ii-S r+- 
s+ SC 
are not weakly subsumption-equivalent, in that in the former r can be derived only 
through s, while in the latter r can be derived independently of s. By Observation 2, 
programs which are logically equivalent though not weakly subsumption-equivalent 
can be distinguished only by using the operation n . From a programming perspect- 
ive, the operation n takes into account the way in which atomic formulae are derived 
in the programs. Indeed, n enforces a step-by-step co-operation between programs 
that have to agree at each derivation step. Consider for instance, the programs: 
P Q 
wobbly-wheel c wobbly-wheel +flat_tyre 
jlat_tyre c flat-tyre c 
which are not weakly subsumption-equivalent, though logically equivalent. In Q the 
fault wobbly-wheel does depend on the fault flat-tyre, while in P there is no causal 
dependency between the two faults. The programming effect of this difference emerges 
when the two programs are composed with other programs by means of the operation 
n For instance, the program: 
R 
wobbly-wheel + 
flat-tyre + wobbly-wheel 
permits to operationally distinguish P from Q, since Ob(P n R) = {wobbly-wheel, 
Jut_tyre} while Ob(Q n R) = 8. 
Let us finally consider the last step of the chain, that is moving from logical 
equivalence to least Herbrand model equivalence. The least Herbrand model of 
a program contains only the atomic formulae which are provable in the program, 
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while any other information concerning possible compositions with other programs is 
lost. On the other hand, non-least Herbrand models contain also formulae which are 
not provable in the program alone, but which may become provable after adding 
further clauses to the program. For instance, the program: 
P 
path(x, Y) + arch, Y) 
paWx, y) + arc@, z),pMz, y) 
is not logically equivalent to the empty program, while they have the same least 
Herbrand model. Again, by Observation 2, these programs can be distinguished only 
by using the operation u . For instance, the program: 
Q 
arc(a, b) c 
arc(b, c) c 
allows to distinguish P from the empty program when applying the operation u . 
6.2. Other sets of compositions 
We have considered several subsets of the set of compositions { *, u , n , Q } of the 
algebra, and related them to well known equivalence relations. From a programming 
perspective, however, it is interesting to consider also other subsets of the set of 
composition operations. For instance the set consisting only of the operations u and 
Q is particularly interesting in the context of modular logic programming, as discussed 
in [S]. 
Let us first introduce the notion of justijied interpretation, inspired by the notion of 
admissible interpretation proposed in [4]. 
Definition 5. Let PEPr and let I,H be Herbrand interpretations. Then 
I is an interpretation for P justified by H o I = V”(P, H), 
where V”(P, H) is the limit of following sequence: 
VO(P,H) = 0, 
v”+‘(P, H) = T(P) (H u V”(P, H)). 
Intuitively speaking, I is the limit of T’(P)@) w h ere at each step T(P) possibly uses 
a given set of hypotheses H. It is easy to observe that justified interpretations are also 
models of a program. 
Proposition 10. Z is an interpretation for P justified by H =- T(P)(Z) E I. 
We now consider the equivalence relation induced by justified models. 
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Definition 6. Let P, QEPr, then 
P =J Q e VH: (V”(P,H) = V”(Q,H)). 
Namely, two programs P and Q are J-equivalent if and only if they have the same 
justified models, that is, for any Herbrand interpretation H, Z is model for P justified 
by H if and only if I is a model for Q justified by H. 
It is interesting to see how the equivalence relation = J relates to the other 
equivalence relations that have been studied in the previous sections. The next 
proposition shows that = J is coarser than subsumption-equivalence, and finer than 
logical equivalence. 
Proposition 11. ETC EJC EHM. 
PrOOf. We first show that = T E = J. Let P, QE Pr such that P E T Q. Then for any 
interpretation H: W(P,H) = V”(Q,Zf) since VI: T(P)(Z) = T(Q)(Z). We now show 
that = J E Ed,+,. Let us first observe that VI: (T(P)(Z) c_ Z o V”(P, I) c I). Suppose 
now that P fHM Q. Then, by definition of = ,,:(~Z:T(P)(Z)EZAT(Q)(Z)$Z)V(~Z: 
T( P)(Z)qG Z A T(Q)(Z) E I). Suppose that the first disjunct holds (the other case in 
) $ Z and hence 
the following 
analogous). Then, by the above observation: 31: V”( P, I) E Z A V”( Q, Z 
P $JQ. 
Finally, to show that =r # = J and that E J # =HM consider 
programs: 
Pl QI P2 Q2 
r+ r+s rc r+ 
s+ s+ sts 
It is easy to observe that PI fTQ 1 while PI = J Q i, and that P2 fJQ2 while 
P~=HMQz •I 
Moreover, it is worth noting that the equivalence relation E J is not comparable 
with weak subsumption-equivalence. Indeed, in the previous proof, we can also 
observe that PI fT+ld Q 1 and that P2 = T+ld Q2. The relation between z J and the 
other equivalence relations is summarised in Fig. 3. 
JET\= 
=T+“\ EHM/ -J 
1 
= LHM 
Fig. 3 
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We now show that the equivalence relation =J is a congruence for the operation *, 
u and Q. 
Proposition 12. =J is a congruence for (Ob, { *, u , Q }). 
Proof. (1) =J preserves Ob: Immediate since, by Proposition 11, P =J Q * Oh(P) 
= Oh(Q). 
(2) E J is a congruence for ( *, u , Q ). We consider the following cases. 
(i) VP,QePr:(P E~Q 3 P* G~Q*): Bydefinitionof*,VH: VW(P*,H) = T”(P). 
Since P E~Q =S Oh(P) = O&Q), we have that VH: Vw(P*, H) = T”(P) = T”(Q) = 
v”(Q*,W. 
(ii) VP,,Pz,Q1,Q2~Pr: ((PI =JQ1 A Pz E~Q~) * P, u Pz -.,Q1 u Q2): The 
justified models of the union of two program expressions can be determined by the 
justified models of the separate program expressions, since VH: 
=s (V”(P,,Z) G M A V”(P2,Z) E M)}. 
Therefore, since PI c-J Q 1 A P2 --J Qz, we have that VH: V” (P, u P2, H) = 
J’YQI u Qz>W. 
(iii) VPi,Pz,Q1,Q2~Pr: ((PI E~Q~AP~ E~Q~) * PlaP2 EJQ1aQ2): We first 
show that VH: Vw(P1 a P2, H) = V”(P,, H u T”(P,)). We prove, by induction on n, 
that VH, n: V”(PI a P2, H) = V”(P1, H u TW( P2)). The base case (n = 0) is trivial since 
VH: V”(P, a Pz, H) = V’(P,, H u T”(P,)) = 0. Assume now that V”(P, a Pz, H) = 
V”(PI,Hu T”(P,)).Then V”+‘(P,aPZ,H)= T(P,aP,)(Hu V”(P1aP2,H))and, 
by definition of a, V”+l(Pl aP2, H) = T(P,)(H u Tm(P2) u V”(P, aP2, H)). By in- 
ductive hypothesis and by definition of V’+l, we have that V”+ ‘(P1 a Pz, H) = 
V”+‘(P1,H u TW(P,)). N ow, since by Proposition 11 P2 zJ Qz + T”(P,) = 
T”(Qt), we also have that VH: V”(P, aP2, H) = V’“(P1,H u Tm(Q2)). Finally, since 
P, =JQ1 we conclude that VH: Vw(Pl aP,,H) = Vm(Ql,H u TW(Q2)) = 
vm(QlaQ~,W- 0 
We now show that E J is the fully abstract equivalence relation for (Ob, { *, u , a }). 
Actually we first prove a stronger result, namely that =J is fully abstract w.r.t. 
(ok(a)). 
Lemma 2. Let P, QEPI. Then VH: 
V”(P,H) # V”(Q,H) =S (3’: Vw(P,F) # V”(Q,F) A F is$nite). 
Proof. We observe that V”(P, H) # VW(Q, H) o 3/l: (AE V”(P, H) A A $ Vm(Q, H)) 
v (A 4 V”(P, H) A AE V”(Q, H)). Suppose that the first disjunct holds (the other case 
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is analogous). We first show, by induction on n, that Vn: AE V”(P,H) =S (3F,,: 
AE V”(P, F.) A F, c H A F,, is in finite). The base case is trivial. We then observe 
that: AE V”+l(P, H) o AET(P)(H u V”(P, H)) and hence, by Lemma 1, 3K: 
AET(P)(K) A Kc (H u V”(P,H)) A K is finite. Let K = KH u K, such that 
KH s H and KV G V”(P, H), then by inductive hypothesis we have that 3K, F,,: 
AET(P)(K) A K = KH u KV A KH c H A KV E V”(P, F,) A F, c H A F, is 
finite. Then, since T(P) is monotonic, we have that AE 7’(P)(K) implies that AE T(P) 
(F, u KH u V”(P, F,,)), and since V”(P, F,) E V”(P, F, u KH) this implies that 
AE V”+l(P, F, u KH). Therefore if AEV”+‘(P, H) then 3F,+1: AE V”+‘(P, F,+ 1) A 
F n+l G HA F,,+l is finite). 
Hence 3A: (AE V”(P, H) A A# V”(Q, H)) implies that 3A, F: (AE V”(P, F) A F c 
H A F is finite A A$ V(Q, H)) and hence, since V“(Q, F) E V”(Q, H) by definition 
of V, IA, F: (AEV(P, F) A F is finite A A$ V”(Q, F)) which implies that 3F: 
(V”(P, F) # V”(Q, F) A F is finite). 0 
Proposition 13. zJ is filly abstrvctfor (Ob, { a}). 
Proof. We have to prove that VP, QEPI: P s i <) Q * P G J Q. We show that if P fJ Q 
then PFid)Q. By definition of EJ: P fJQ o (3H: V”(P, H) # V”(Q,H)). By 
Lemma 2, this implies that 3F: V”(P,F) # V“(Q, F)A F is finite. Let 
R = {A c 1 AEF}. We first show that V”(P, F) = T”(P a R). We prove, by induction 
on n, that Vn: V”(P, F) = T”(Pa R). The base case (n = 0) is trivial since 
V’(P, F) = T”(P a R) = 8. Assume now that V”(P, F) = T”(Pa R). Then by defini- 
tion of V”+ ’ and by inductive hypothesis we have that V”+ ’ (P, F) = T(P)(F u 
V”(P, F)) = T( P)( F u T”(P a R)). Since T”(R) = F we also have that I/“+ ‘(P, F) = 
T(P)(T”(R) u T”(PaR)) = T”+‘(PaR). Therefore P +JQ 3 (3R: T”(PaR) # 
Y(Q a R)) and hence 3R: Ob(Pa R) # Ob(Q a R)). 0 
By observation 1, Propositions 12 and 13 imply that = J is fully abstract for any 
(Ob, Corn) such that 
{a} E Corns {*, u,a}. 
Corollary 4. E J is fully abstract for (Ob, { *, u , a } ). 
A consequence of Corollary 4 is that E J is not a congruence for the operation n . 
To illustrate this fact, consider again the programs: 
P Q R 
rc rcs r+ 
SC SC 
and observe that P E J Q while P n R +kJ Q n R. 
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The equivalence relation --J concludes our study of fully abstract equivalence 
relations for different subsets of the set of compositions { *, u , A, Q }. Actually we have 
exhibited fully abstract equivalence relations for all possible subsets of { *, u , n , Q } but 
{ n } and { *, n }. However the scarce programming interest of these two sets makes the 
search of a fully abstract equivalence relation for them a merely theoretical exercise. 
6.3. Other issues 
In this paper we have explored the space with logic program compositions and logic 
program semantics as dimensions, and we have used the notions of compositionality 
and full abstraction as a yard-stick to measure which set of compositions is well 
supported by which semantics. We wish to point out that we have fixed at least three 
more potentially variable dimensions a priori: The definition of observables, the notion 
of vocabulary, and the set of admissible programs. Indeed we have taken the standard 
notion of success et defined in [l, 16,221 as the observable behaviour of a logic pro- 
gram. Other definitions of observable behaviour for a logic program may be considered. 
For instance, one may choose to observe the set of (possibly non-ground) atoms 
provable in a program, as done for instance in [ll, 131. Then, we have considered 
programs over a fixed vocabulary, defined by a set of predicate symbols and a set of 
function symbols. More sophisticated notions of vocabulary are studied in [13,17]. 
Finally, larger classes of logic programs may be considered, in particular programs 
containing some form of negation. The task does not appear to be easy, especially because 
the choice of the proper set of observable may still be considered an open problem. 
It is our opinion that working with an algebra of logic programs, where different 
program composition operations can be used, enriches the usability of logic program- 
ming for software construction and knowledge representation. In this light it is 
necessary to extend tools and techniques for the analysis and the transformation of 
logic programs to take into account the operations which can be applied to them. For 
example, it is important to design static analysis techniques uch that their results on 
different programs can be composed together when the programs are composed via 
an operation. Some results both on composing separate analyses [lo] and on 
composing separate program termination proofs [2] have already been obtained, 
when union is considered as the only program composition operation. It is obvious 
that the choice of the semantics is of fundamental importance in the design of the 
analysis technique. We have shown that the choice of the appropriate semantics 
depends on the set of operations which are considered. We are confident that the 
results presented here can be useful in designing proper analysis and transformation 
techniques in the context of an algebra of logic programs. 
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